The film stars Helen Shaver (THE OSTERMAN WEEKEND, THE COLOR OF MONEY) as Vivian After DESERT HEARTS, Deitch directed only two films, the 1994 thriller CRIMINAL PASSION and ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER, a 1997 documentary about the death of actress Gwen Welles, who played Cay's friend Gwen in DESERT HEARTS. Deitch has worked primarily as a television director, but in 2016 she announced that she was fundraising for a DESERT HEARTS sequel.

Screenwriter Natalie Cooper loosely adapted DESERT HEARTS from Jane Rule's 1964 novel Desert of the Heart, one of the few hardcover books about lesbians in an era of pulp fiction. Rule's novel drew upon her own life as a university lecturer (at the University of British Columbia) and her visits to family in Reno. It took Rule three years to get Desert of the Heart published, with one publisher asking, "If this book isn't pornographic, what's the point of printing it?" After it came out, Rule reported, "I got a huge amount of fan mail which I didn't expect… People were writing things like, 'You are the only person in the world who could possibly understand who I am, how I feel, if I'm not able to talk to someone I'm going to kill myself.' It just felt to me overwhelming and depressing that there was so much fear and so much self-hatred and so much loneliness."

Deitch’s adaptation—which she describes as a twist on THE MISFITS—took a full six years to create, with most of that time spent fundraising. An NEA grant covered a small part of the film's $1.5 million budget, but most of the funding came from individual donations at fundraising parties aimed at the feminist and gay communities. Deitch claimed, "In San Francisco I sold it as politics. In New York as art. In LA I convinced them that it would be a box office hit." She ultimately sold her house to cover music licensing—for songs from Patsy Cline, Buddy Holly, Ella Fitzgerald, Ferlin Husky, Kitty Wells, and more—which was a full 20% of the film's budget.

The film stars Helen Shaver (THE OSTERMAN WEEKEND, THE COLOR OF MONEY) as Vivian Bell and Patricia Charbonneau in her Independent Spirit-nominated debut as Cay Rivers. It also features Audra Lindley (Mrs. Roper in the hit THREE'S COMPANY) as Cay's unofficial stepmother and Vivian's host at the divorcée dude ranch. DESERT HEARTS was shot in 31 days in 1984, an experience called "magic" by Charbonneau and "pure joy" by Shaver. It premiered at Telluride in September, 1985, and played at festivals including Toronto, Locarno (where Shaver won Best Actress), and Sundance (where it won the Special Jury Prize) before its wide release in March, 1986. Praised as “a passionate, beautifully controlled drama” (Geoff Brown) with “elegant, traditional story-telling” (Gene Siskel), it was beloved by indie audiences, with actress Jane Lynch saying she'd seen it over 50 times. Part of the film’s appeal was surely its setting. As B. Ruby Rich observed, “Expansive space of the kind that Deitch captures is usually a male preserve in the movies: the place where men can get away from the civilizing force of the women back East…” In westerns, it’s the place where women are not welcome, where they are a nuisance, or perhaps in danger and in need of rescuing. DESERT HEARTS hijacks that tradition for the girls.”

Did you know: Director Donna Deitch has a cameo in DESERT HEARTS as the Hungarian gambler who spins three bars on a slot machine and advises Vivian, “If you don't play, you can't win.”

Next up: Join us for a matinee screening of Steven Spielberg's A.I.: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. Co-presented with films at the Whitney. Haley Joel Osment stars as a robot boy, programmed to love, who seeks his human mother's acceptance. Sunday, May 14 at 2 P.M.